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Three kinds of restrictions on inductive inference machines (IIMs) are con- 
sidered: postdictive completeness, postdictive consistency, and reliability. It is 
shown that postdictively consistent IIMs can be effectively replaced with post- 
dictively complete IIMs that succeed to at least the same degree. Various loosenings 
of the notions of postdictive completeness and reliability are considered, and a pair 
of related triangular hierarchies is exhibited; IIMs higher (or to the right) in the 
hierarchies are less restricted and capable of learning more than IIMs lower or to 
the left. Various conjectures and older results are obtained as corollaries. ((3 1988 
Academic Press. Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
Gold (1967) provided a set of definitions and the first results of the 
mathematical theory of inductive inference. This theory is, in part, 
motivated by the example of science; it might be called the theory of “logics 
of discovery.” 
Suppose a scientist is interested in some phenomenon. The scientist 
might construct an apparatus for conducting experiments (this apparatus 
might include human components; e.g., lab technicians). The apparatus 
would have adjustable settings (take written instructions); it would 
produce readings (reports) at the end of each experiment, It is assumed 
that the settings and readings are encodable in natural numbers. 
We model the scientist’s theoretical ruminations with an algorithmic 
device called an inductive inference machine. The inputs to this device are 
the coded results of the experiments, given in a fixed order (later we note 
that fixing the order costs us no generality). 
One might expect that the scientist maintain some relationship between 
his hypotheses and the available experimental results; for example, he 
might demand that his current hypothesis actually predict or at least not 
contradict the known results. This paper examines the effects of variations 
in such assumptions. 
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MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
N is the set of natural numbers (0, 1, 2, . ..}. The variables m, m,, . . . . n, 
no, . . . . x, x0, . . . . and y, y,, . . . range over N. S, So, . . . and L, Lo, . . . range over 
subsets of N. a and b range over N u { * }. 
x - y is the proper difference of x and y. If x > y, ,Y 2 y = .Y - y; 
otherwise, x L 4’ = 0. Lx/y] is the greatest natural number less than or 
equal to the rational number x/y. 
The two-place function symbol (. , .) stands for an arbitrary computable 
one-to-one encoding of all pairs of natural numbers onto N. The corre- 
sponding projection functions are rrr and rc2. (Vx, v E N)[n, ( (x, y ) ) = x 
and rc*((x, y))= y and (x1(x), nz(x)) =x1. 
Let T, To, T, be any sets. ITI is the cardinality of T. To AT, is the sym- 
metric difference of the two sets; that is, To AT, = (To - T,) u (T, - To). 
(V”XE T)[P(x)] iff [{XE T: notP(x)}l dn. (V”XE T)[P(x)] iff {XE T: 
notP(x)} is finite. (3”x~ T)[P(x)] iff [{XE T: P(x)}/ an. (~“xE T)[P(x)] 
iff (x E T: P(x)} is infinite. To =” T, iff ITo AT, 1 <n. To =* T, iff ITo AT, I 
is finite. We will leave out bounds on quantifiers when they are N; for 
example, V*x[P(x)] means the same thing as (V”XEN)[P(X)]. 
For this section, $, Iclo, . . . range over arbitrary functions. S$ is the 
domain of $ and p$ is the range of II/. $(x)1 iff XE Sll/; +(x)t otherwise. 
I), =” ti2 iff (V”XE (S$, uG$,))[$,(x)~ =+2(x)J]. $, =* ij2 iff (Vl”.xE 
(S+, ~Slc/~))[Ic/~(x)J=$~(x)J]. Note that the definition of =” between 
functions conflicts with the definition of =” between sets. Which definition 
is meant will be clear from context. 
Occasionally it is useful to have a name for a function without inventing 
a new symbol for it. We use Church’s 1, notation (Rogers, 1967), which is 
best explained by example. ,Ix. (x2) is the function that carries x to x2. 
,Ix. (x + y) is a function of one variable; which function it is depends on the 
value of y. 1.x, y. (x + y) is a two-place function. 
Ic/ Is means the restriction of $ to S; that is, Sll/ Is = (S$ n S) and 
~~-~~~~l~~CII/I~~~~=~~~~~l~IC/I,,~IC/l..~ is shorthand for @l/xEN:x<ni 
($1 :.rsN:.Y<n/). 
A number-theoretic function has its domain and range in N. J fo, . . . and 
g, go, ... range over total number-theoretic functions. +, I++~, . . . and 8, Bo, . . . 
range over partial number-theoretic functions. r, to, . . . range over finite 
number-theoretic functions. 
Sequences are functions with domain an initial segment of N. cr, go, . . . 
range over finite sequences. 
A consequence of our definition of sequence is that o c f iff CT is an initial 
subsequence of f: Similarly, cro G cr, iff cro is an initial subsequence of or, 
Furthermore @ is both the empty set and the empty sequence, and InI is 
the length of 0. Note that, if 0 # 0, IuI = max(6a) + 1. 
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Ifa#@,a- istheuniquesegmentsuchthata-caand lal=laPl+l. 
0- is undefined, and will never be used. Note that, if Q # 0, 10-I = 
max(bo). We write a^y for (TV { 101, y}; that is, a^y is Q extended one 
element by adding y. (a ” y) ~ = (r. 
We assume a computable encoding of finite sets and functions onto the 
natural numbers, and generally identify finite sets and functions with their 
code numbers. We use D, to denote the finite subset of N with canonical 
index n (Rogers, 1967). 
P is the set of partial recursive functions. R is the set of recursive 
functions. RO., is the set of 0, l-valued recursive functions. E is the set of 
recursively enumerable (hereinafter r.e.) subsets of N. 
4 is an arbitrary acceptable numbering of the partial recursive functions 
(Rogers, 1967) and @ is an arbitrary Blum complexity measure 
(Blum, 1967). Our results are independent of the choice of 4 and @. W is a 
numbering of the recursively enumerable sets such that W, = 64;. We write 
fl for the set {.Y E N: x 6 n and Q,(x) 6 n}. The canonical index of W; is 
effectively computable uniformly in i and n; furthermore, lJ,“=O WY = W,. 
We will use a recursive function index such that, for all n, WlndexCnj = D,. 
index translates canonical indices into r.e. indices. 
INDUCTIVE INFERENCE MACHINES 
DEFINITION 1. An inductive inference machine (IIM) is an algorithmic 
device which takes as input a sequence of numbers f(O), f( 1 ), . . . and which, 
from time to time, as it is receiving its input, produces a computer program 
as output. 
The variables IV, M’, M,, . . . range over inductive inference machines. 
M(a) is the last output of M just after receiving input 0. We will assume 
throughout that M(a) is always defined. Our assumptions amount to the 
statement that La. M( a) is a recursive function. 
M(f)1 = i iff (Vmc Ef)[M(a) = i]. We write M(f)1 iff 3i[M(f)J = i]; if 
M(f)1 = i then we write M(f) for i. 
DEFINITION 2 (Gold, 1967; Blum and Blum, 1975; Case, 1983). M EX”- 
identifies f iff both M(f)1 and dM(,., =“J: 
DEFINITION 3. EX”(M) = {fe R: ii4 EX”-identifies f}. 
DEFINITION 4. EX”= {SS R: ~M[SEEX”(M)]}. 
(Wiehagen, 1976) considers variations of the definitions presented here. 
First of all, his IIMs take sequences of ordered pairs from the input 
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functions (“arbitrary presentations”); thus the experimental results can be 
presented in any order. To EX”-identity f, an IIM must converge properly 
on all possible sequences of graph pairs. 
Second, he does not demand that his IIMs halt on all inputs; however, if 
an IIM MEX”-identifies f, then A4 must halt on all sequences of graph 
elements of f: We will refer to this loosening of assumptions as allowing 
“partial strategies.” (Blum and Blum, 1975) shows that neither of these 
variations makes any difference in the extent of EX”; the extension of the 
results presented here to those definitions is justified at the end of this 
paper. 
POSTDICTIVE COMPLETENESS, POSTDICTIVE CONSISTENCY, AND RELIABILITY 
We might expect that our scientist would alter his theory in order to 
maintain some degree of conformity with the results he has observed. 
(Wiehagen, 1976) has proposed some definitions which capture this idea; 
he was to some extent anticipated by (Blum and Blum, 1975). Our first 
definition asks that the scientist guarantee that his current hypothesis 
predict all or nearly all of the experimental data which he has collected so 
far. 
DEFINITION 5. M is n-postdictively complete on (T iff (V”XE&) 
c4M&)l= 4x)1. 
The n = 0 case of this definition, but not the terminology, is due 
to (Wiehagen, 1976) and (Blum and Blum, 1975). The word “postdict” 
was invented in (Popper, 1968); Case invented the term “postdictively 
complete,” borrowing from Popper. 
Note that the obvious definition of *-postdictively complete is vacuous. 
DEFINITION 6. An IIM is n-postdictively complete (PCM”) iff it is 
n-postdictively complete on all cr. 
DEFINITION 7. An IIM is postdictively complete iff it is 0-postdictively 
complete. 
DEFINITION 8. PCM”EX” = (S E R: 3M[M is PCM” and S G 
EWWI 1. 
A more succinct way of stating the definition of postdictive completeness 
1s: Vo[a c fjM(J 
(Wiehagen, 1976) defines four variations of the definition of postdictively 
complete. Our PCM’EX’ corresponds to his R-CONS. If we allow partial 
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strategies, we get his CONS. If we allow arbitrary presentations, we get his 
R-CONS,,, . Finally, if we allow both partial strategies and arbitrary 
presentations, we get his CON&. Wiehagen (1976) has shown that 
R-CONS& c R-CONS c CONS, R-CONS,,, c CONS,,, c CONS, and 
that R-CONS is incomparable to CONS,,,; see aso (Jantke and Beik, 
1981). 
Our next definition, due to (Wiehagen, 1982), asks that the scientist 
make certain that his current hypothesis contradicts none or very little of 
the data he has collected so far. 
DEFINITION 9. An IIM M is n-postdictiuely consistent on CT iff 
(v”x E WC#~c,,b)l + h,(&) = 4x)1. Th e n = 0 case of this definition is 
due to Wiehagen (1982). 
DEFINITION 10. An IIM is n-postdictiuely consistent (PCN”) iff it is 
n-postdictively consistent on all (T. 
DEFINITION 11. An IIM is postdictiuely consistent iff it is 0-postdictively 
consistent. 
DEFINITION 12. PCN”EX” = {S E R: 3M[M is PCN” and S c 
EX”(Wl)- 
As far as we know, Wiehagen has not considered the kind of variations 
of postdictive consistency that he studied with respect to postdictive com- 
pleteness. However, it is easy to construct definitions of CONF, R-CONF, 
CONFar,, and R-CONF,,, by analogy with the definitions of CONS, etc. 
The next definition asks that the scientist never permanently settle on a 
false hypothesis. If his current hypothesis fails to describe the experiment 
within the allowable limits, he must eventually discard it. The idea is due to 
(Blum and Blum, 1975). 
DEFINITION 13 (Blum and Blum, 1975; Case, 1982; Kinber and 
Zeugmann, 1985). An IIM M is a-reliable iff (Vfe R)[M(f)l+ 
f~ EX”(M)]. 
DEFINITION 14. An IIM is reliable iff it is O-reliable. 
DEFINITION 15. R”EXb = {S E R: 3M[M is a-reliable and S E 
EX6( M)]. 
DEFINITION 16. REX” = R”EX”. 
(Blum and Blum, 1975) defined “reliable” and showed that EX” - REX’ 
# /zr. (Minicozzi, 1976) proved some interesting properties of REX’. 
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It is easy to modify the proof of Theorem 2 in (Blum and Blum, 1975) to 
show that allowing partial strategies or arbitrary presentations makes no 
difference in the extent of R”EXb. 
PROPOSITION 17. All n-postdictively complete IIMs are n-reliable. 
Proof: Let A4 be an n-postdictively complete IIM. Let f be any function 
such that M(f)J. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that $M(I.J #Hf: Let 
x0, *.., x, be n + 1 distinct numbers such that dtMcr,(xi) #f(x,) for all i<n. 
Let o E f be sufficiently large that M(a) = M(f) and x0, . . . . x, E 60. But 
then q5M(0,(~xi) # a(~,) for all i 6 n, contradicting the assumption that M is 
n-postdictively complete. Q.E.D. 
It follows immediately from Proposition 17 that PCM”EX* = PCM”EX”. 
POSTDETIVE CONSISTENCY AND COMPLETENESS COMPARED 
THEOREM 18. From any postdictively consistent IIM M, one can con- 
struct a postdictively complete IIM M’ such that EX*(M) G EX(M’). 
Proof of Theorem 18. By the parametric recursion theorem (using only 
extensional recursion), there is a recursive function e satisfying 
I 
4x), if zcE&r; 
dC,~,(X) = 
PY[M(~,~,,I < .I = M(4,,,, I < r ^Y)I, if Vz < x)C~~JZ)LI 
and some such y exists; 
t5 otherwise. 
(1) 
Let M’ be any inductive inference machine such that: 
M’(o- ), if 0 # @ and last(a) = (py < last(o)) 
M’(a) = [M(a-)=M(o-^ y)] 
(2) 
e(a), otherwise. 
Clearly, for all 0, M’(a)J.. 
CLAIM 1. M’ is postdictively complete. 
Proof of Claim 1. By induction on the length of the input. Clearly, M’ 
is postdictively complete on @. Suppose cr # 0 given and that M’ is 
postdictively complete on (T-. There are two cases: 
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Case 1. py[M(o-) = M(o -^y)]=last(a). Then M’(o)=M’(a-) by 
(2). The induction hypothesis states that G- ~d,,(,,. All that remains to 
be proven is #M+J (max(bo))l = last(a). 
Let g’ E g- be such that M’(a) = M’(a- ) = e(a’). By induction, 
c- E #,,(,,,) and therefore g- = $e.o.) I <max(6a). Therefore, #,.,,,(max(bo)) = 
#,c,.,(max(ba)) = fiy[M(a-) = M(a- ^y)] = last(a). 
Case 2. Not Case 1. Then M’(a) = e(a), and D c M’(o) by ( 1). Q.E.D. 
CLAIM 2. EX*(M) G EX(ii4’). 
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose f E EX*(M) given. M’ is reliable (Propo- 
sition 16 and Claim l), therefore if M(f)J, YE EX’(M’). 
Suppose that co c f is sufficiently large that, for all 0 with o. c a~f, 
M(U) = M(f) and, for all x# Jo,, #,+&x)1 =f(x). We will prove 
(VG c S)[oo cc -+ M’(o) = M’(a,) J by induction on the length of 6. The 
base case (cr = oo) is an identity. Suppose that (r. c IT of and 
M’(v ~ ) = M’(a,). We need to establish the conditions for the first case in 
(2). By our assumptions, G # 0. M(o-) = M(a,) = M((T- “last(a)); 
therefore p~[M(a-)=M(K “y)] exists; let us call it yO. 
bMco- *Jio- 1) = #McGO)({a- I) =f(lcr- 1 )L. But then, by the postdictive con- 
sistency of M, bM,o- h,.O) (la-l)=yo. Consequently, ~~~=f(la-))=last(a) 
and M’(a) = M’(o-) = M’(a,). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 19. PCN’EX* = PCM’EX’. 
Corollary 19 follows directly from Theorem 18 and Definitions 8 and 12. 
The relationship of PCN “+ ‘EX” to other sets of identifiable classes is still 
open. I conjecture that, for all m, n E N, PCN”EX” c PCM”EX”; but that 
if n < m, PCN”EX” 3 PCM”EX”. 
The proof of Theorem 18 is easily taken over to the pairs of Wiehagen’s 
classes CONS and CONF, R-CONSarb and R-CONF,,,, and CONS,,, 
and CONFarb. In order to handle arbitrary presentations, one needs to use 
a variation of the “Blum lemma” (Blum and Blum, 1975, p. 135). To deal 
with partial strategies, one has e(a) do a dovetailing search for the next y 
rather than a minimization. M duplicates e’s search, and changes its mind if 
the search returns a value inconsistent with the data. 
This result suggests that, to whatever extent requiring postdictive com- 
pleteness would limit a scientist’s chances of constructing a correct theory, 
requiring postdictive consistency would as well. 
FZ-POSTDICTIVE COMPLETENESS AND ~-RELIABILITY 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the study of the effects of 
loosening requirements from 0-postdictive completeness and O-reliability to 
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n-postdictive completeness and n-reliability. We obtain a parallel pair of 
triangular two-dimensional hierarchies. 
THEOREM 20. REX’ - u;,,, =o PCM”EX” # 0. 
Proof of Theorem 20. Let S be {f~R:!ii[d,=f and VX[@~(X) < 
4j(2s + 1 )]] ).. Let h(x) be Lx/2J; note that h(2x + I) = x. 
CLAIM 1. S is in REX’. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let M, be any IIM satisfying, for all 0: 
r 
(~ci~<~1)(V~<h(lal))[~~(~)~a(2~+ f)and#i(x)=~(x)]l 
M,(a) = if any such i exists; (3) 
Ial, otherwise. 
The use of 1~1 in the second condition prevents MR from converging on f 
unless the first condition holds for almost all 0 LJ: 
Subclaim 1.1. M, is reliable. 
Proof of Subclaim 1.1. Suppose that MR(f )I. If the second condition in 
(3) held infinitely often, there would be no upper limit on (M,(a): 0 c f }, 
and therefore MR(f )t. Consequently, the first condition of (3) holds for 
almost all (T ‘f; i.e., (a) (V”a zJ)(Vx < h(lal))[qdMRcr,(x)J = f(x)]. h is an 
unbounded non-decreasing function, so (b) (tl.~)(V~cr E f )[x < h(jgj)]. (a) 
and (b) together give us (Vx)[q5,,,,,(x)l= f(x)]. Q.E.D. 
Subclaim 1.2. SC EX(M,). 
Proof of Subclaim 1.2. Suppose f E S. Let i. be the least program that 
witnesses f~ S. For all cr such that Ic] k i,, o i will satisfy the requirement of 
the minimization operator in the first case of (3). Therefore, for all such (T, 
M,(a) < i,. Suppose that j < i,. For some x, either Qj(.y) > (6i(2X+ 1) or 
dj(x) # f(x); otherwise j would witness f E S, contradicting that i, is the 
least witness. For all cr such that 2x + 1 is in aa, M,(a) # j. There are only 
finitely many j < i,, so for all sufficiently large g, M,(a)1 = i, and therefore 
fe EWM,). Q.E.D. 
CLAIM 2. For no n, m E N is SE PCM”EX”. 
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose M,, an n-postdictively complete IIM, is 
given. We make some definitions. 
Let Ei be the finite set {x~N:i.(4n+2)<x<(i+1).(4n+2)}. Let E: 
be the set of even numbers in E,; similarly let Ey be the set of odd numbers 
in Ei. Note that IE;I = IE;I =2n+ 1. 
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By the recursion theorem, there exists e which satisfies the following 
description: e operates in stages. At stage i, e outputs values for all x E Ei. 
On XE EY, e outputs @,(/r(x)). On ET, e outputs 0 or 1. & is the part of 4, 
computed at the end of stage i. 
Stage 0. Repeat substage j for j = 0, . . . . 4n + 1: 
Substage i: If j is even, d,(j) = 0; otherwise, d,(j) = @(h(j)). 
Stagei+l. Note that for all xeEi+,, h(x)<min(E,+,) and 
therefore h(x) E ~5~5:. Let as,, be a segment satisfying: 
if xEEf+,; 
if XE Ef, I; 
(4) 
\ t3 otherwise. 
Let af+ I be a segment just like op+ , except that it takes value 1 on E;, , . If 
M,(ay+ L) # Mp(&), set q5t+ * to cry+ r; otherwise, set 16’ ’ to oil+ L. 
It is clear from the construction that 4, E S and all that remains is to 
prove that 4, $ EXm(Mp). 
Fix a stage i+ 1 > 0. If Mp(oP+ ,) # Mp(&‘), then &,+I = a:+ 1 and 
MA+%+ ‘, f MP(cq). 
Otherwise, (b:+ ’ = of+ , . Because M, is n-complete, E;, , z say+, , and 
IE;, ,I = 2n + 1, there are at least n + 1 values of XE ,!$‘+, such that 
4 Me+ I ,(x)1 = op+ ,(x) = 0. Similarly, there are at least n + 1 values of 
XEE;+~ such that 4Mco;+,J (x)1 = 1. But there are only 2n + 1 values of 
XEC+,; therefore, there is at least one value of XE ,!$+, such that 
4 o ,(x)1 = 0 and 4MCC;+,)(~)J = 1; therefore, M(af+ ,) # M(ay+ ,) = 
$Jc,; 
In either case, M(q5:+ ‘) # M(q$); this holds for all i and therefore M(q5,)T. 
Q.E.D. 
In order to prove the next two theorems, we need to introduce some new 
definitions. We choose a Blum complexity measure @’ (Blum, 1967), 
associated with 4, such that Ii, x, JJ.@~(x) < y is primitive recursive and, 
furthermore, such that there is a primitive recursive function R such that, 
whenever @i(X) d y, R(i, x, ,v) = b;(x). Such complexity measures are easily 
seen to exist for any numbering of the partial recursive functions (see the 
material on the Kleene T-predicate in (Rogers, 1967)). 
We now define a programming system + and Blum complexity measure 
!/? Programs in the rc/ system have the form “repeat body end.” t&programs 
compute partial recursive functions by enumerating their graphs. The 
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body may contain only conditionals, bounded loops, assignments, and 
statements of the form “output y on x.” Output statements with values of x 
for which output instructions have previously been executed are ignored by 
the interpreter. The body is run in an environment containing an unlimited 
number of variables; those variables are initialized to zero and retain their 
values between iterations of the body. The exact form of the body is 
unimportant; we could take the body to be a kind of augmented LOOP 
program (Meyer and Ritchie, 1967). Two facts are important: every 
iteration of the body comes to an end and, for any primitive recursive 
function fi the body can contain a group of statements whose effect is to set 
one variable to the value off at any given argument. 
DEFINITION 21. $Jx)J = JJ iff an output instruction is executed for 
input x and the first time an output instruction is executed for input x, the 
output is y; Ic/i(x)t if an output instruction is never executed for input x. 
We now make a convention. It is clear that a II/ program can keep track 
of the number of iterations it has executed; one need only keep a variable 
(say step) and have, at the end of the body, the statement “set step to 
step + 1.” All of the $-programs we will write in this article are to be inter- 
preted as if this statement were appended; we will use the variable step to 
stand for the iteration number. 
DEFINITION 22. Let u be a recursive function such that VI’[#,C,, = ll/;]. 
The existence of such a function u is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 23. $ is an acceptable numbering of the recursive functions 
(Rogers, 1967). 
Proof of Proposition 23. That 11/ is an effective numbering of some 
partial recursive functions is established by the existence of U. Let v be a 
recursive function such that v(i) is the + program 
repeat 
for all x $ step such that @:(.x)1 <step, output R(i, x. step) on x. 
end 
It is clear that, for all i, tjytij = 4;. Because d is an acceptable numbering of 
the partial recursive functions, II/ is also. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 24. If tii(x)J, Y,(x) is the number of iterations completed 
before the first output instruction for input x is executed. If program i 
never executes an output instruction for x, Yi(x)f. 
If our convention regarding step is followed, then Y,(x) is the value of 
step during the iteration at which the first output instruction is executed for 
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x. Note that, if $-program i executes “output y on x” on the first iteration, 
Yi(X) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 25. Y is a Blum complexity measure. 
Proof of Proposition 25. Clearly Vi[SYi = Sic/,]. Because the body of a 
$-program always terminates, it is decidable, uniformly in i, x, and y, 
whether or not Y;(x)1 d y. One need simply run program i until it has 
carried out y iterations, which it eventually will, and observe whether or 
not an output instruction has been done for x. Q.E.D. 
Note, however, that ii, x, y. !P;(x) < y is not primitive recursive, unlike 
the case for @‘. The proof is an elementary application of the recursion 
theorem. However, for fixed i, Ax, y. Y,(x) d y is primitive recursive. This 
indicates that the essential reason that Ai, x, y. Yu,(x) 6 y is not primitive 
recursive is that there is no primitive recursive interpreter for any number- 
ing of the primitive recursive functions. 
Patching a finite function into a @program is particularly easy; one can 
arrange that all of the new values be output at the start of the first iteration 
and that the program thereafter proceed as before. Then the Y-complexity 
of the patched program will be zero on arguments in the domain of the 
patch and will be equal to the Y-complexity of the old program elsewhere. 
We now introduce several related properties of functions and programs. 
These properties allow us to construct a certain kind of self-referential 
$-program. It is difficult to justify these definitions in advance; they are 
motivated by the needs of the proofs of Theorems 30-34. 
DEFINITION 26. We say that 8 limits x to y iff both x E 60 and either 
both x = y and 0(x) > 2 or 0( y)J = 2 +x. 
DEFINITION 27. We say that 0 limits x iff there is an y E 68 such that 0 
limits x to I’. 
DEFINITION 28. $-program i meets B’s limits iff (Vx, y E S0)[0 limits x to 
y -+ [yi(x) < y and $;(x) = 0(x)]]. 
Intuitively, each element of the graph of 0 may assert something about 
the run-time of any $-program i that meets 8’s limits. Elements of the form 
(x, 0) and (x, 1) assert nothing. Elements of the form (x, 2 + y) assert 
Y;(x) d x, ei(x) = 6(x), Yi( y) Q x, and $i( y) = e(y) (assuming y E Se). 
Note that if 0 does not limit x, i might meet 8’s limits even though 
9;(x) + &-xl. 
DEFINITION 29. 19 is n-limited iff (VX E S@[e limits x]. 
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DEFINITION 30. 8 is n-quickly limited iff, for every initial segment D of 
N, 81, is n-limited. 
Intuitively, 8 is n-quickly limited iff, as 8’s graph is enumerated in 
increasing order of argument, the limits come quickly enough that no more 
than II elements of 69 are left unlimited at any time. 
THEOREM 3 1. PCM ‘EX’ - REX’ # 0. 
Proof of Theorem 31. Let S be the set of all recursive functions f such 
that (a) f is O-limited, (b) f is l-quickly limited, and (c) some i meets f’s 
limits. 
CLAIM 1. S is in PCM’EX’. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let g be a recursive function such that, for all 
a, km = 0 and (Vx E 60)[ YZcd,(x) =O]. Let h be a recursive function such 
that, for all B, 
h(a) = 
(pi6 g(a))[i meets e’s limits], if a is l-limited; 
g(ah otherwise. 
(5) 
Note that the minimization in the first case always succeeds because g(a) 
meets a’s limits. Let M, be such that Va[M,(a) = u(h(a))]. 
M, is easily seen to be 1-postdictively complete. On any a, if the first 
condition holds, h(a) meets a’s limits. Those limits apply to all but at most 
one xE6a, so (V’x~da)[d MP,O,(~) = $h(bj(~) = a(x)]. If the lirst condition 
does not hold, then (VIE fia)[dMpta,(x) = I,$~,~,(x) = a(x)]. In either case, 
M, is 1-postdictively complete on a, which was chosen arbitrarily. 
We now show that S s EX’(M,). Suppose that f~ S. Let i, be the least 
e-program which meets f’s limits. Clearly, for all a in x h(a) < i,. Suppose 
that j< i,. Let x be the least number such that I/Y,(X) #f(x) or f limits x to 
y < Y’,(x). Such exists because j does not meet f’s limits. If t+Gj(x) #f(x), 
a sf, and x E 60, then j fails to meet a’s limits. If f limits x to y < ‘u,(x), 
a c J and I, 4’ E da, then j fails to meet a’s limits. In either case, for all 
sufficiently large acA j fails to meet a’s limits and therefore h(a)#j. 
This holds for all j < i,, of which there are only a finite number, so for all 
sufficiently large a E f, h(a) = i,. Therefore MP( f )J = u( io). 
f is O-limited, that is, all XE N are limited by f; therefore, 
4 Mpl 1.) = I(/$ = 1: Q.E.D. 
CLAIM 2. S q! REX’. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let M, be any O-reliable IIM. We assume without 
loss of generality that Aa.M,(a) is primitive recursive; the construction in 
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Theorem 2 of (Blum and Blum, 1975) can easily be modified to 
simultaneously give a primitive recursive IIM and preserve reliability. 
Let e be the following 1+5 program: 
repeat 
if srep = 0, 
set T to the empty function, 
set a to zero, 
set m to one. 
{Loop invariants: 
t is the part of t,bC so far computed. 
6~=(x~N:x<m}-{a]. 
m 2 step, 
z is O-limited. j 
If(l)thereisayE{O, 1) suchthat M,(TJ,,)#M~(Tv {(a, y)}), 
output y on a, 
output 2 + a on m, 
set 5 to 5 u {(a, y), (m, 2 + a)), 
set a to m + 1 
setmtoa+l. 
if (2) condition (1) does not hold, 




That the loop invariants hold before every iteration is easily seen. Suppose, 
by way of contradiction, that condition (1) holds on only a finite number 
of iterations. Then a reaches a final value, say a,. Clearly MR(tie u 
{<a,, 0 > 1 )I = MR(tie I ,,,); because M, is O-reliable, dMRctieI<Jam )I = 0. 
Similarly, 4MRc~el iom ,(a,)J = 1. This is a contradiction; therefore, condition 
(1) holds on an infinite number of iterations. 
Because condition (1) holds on an infinite number of iterations, I,?, is 
total and O-limited. It is clear from the construction that $, is l-quickly 
limited; furthermore it is also clear that e meets $,‘s limits. Therefore, 
‘IeES. 
Suppose by way of contradiction that ll/r E EX’(M,). Because condition 
(1) holds infinitely often, z 1 <LI grows without limit. Then, because 
MR(IC/J, after some number of iterations it will always hold that for all 
OE$, with z[ <a c g, M,(z I ,,) = M,(a). But then condition (1) could not 
hold after that point, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 32. PCM”+ ‘EX’ - REX” # 0. 
The proof of this theorem is omitted here; it is just like that of Theorem 
31, with the following modifications: S contains O-limited n + 1 -quickly 
limited functions, the first condition in M, is “if CT is n + l-limited,” at each 
iteration, a, a + 1, . . . . a + n 4 &, and all 2” + ’ possible assignments of 0 and 
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1 to a, . . . . u + n must be tried in condition 1 of the diagonalization in 
Claim 2. 
(Case, 1982a) conjectured the following corollary; (Kinber and 
Zeugmann, 1985) have independently proved it. 
COROLLARY 33. For all n, REX” c REX”+ ‘. 
Proof of Corollary 33. Proposition 17 gives us that PCM”+ ‘EX’ c 
REX”+ ‘; this taken with Theorem 32 and the observation that REX” G 
REX” + ’ proves the corollary. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 34. PCM’EX’ - EX” # 0. 
Proqf of Theorem 34. Let S be the set of recursive function f such that 
(a)fis l-quick1 y imi e 1 t d and (b) some i meets fs limits. SE PCM’EX’, as 
witnessed by M, in the proof of Theorem 2. 
The following $ program e non-constructively demonstrates the 
existence of a function in S - EX( M,) for any primitive recursive IIM ME; 
the argument for the correctness of the construction is nearly identical to 
the proof of Theorem 31 and is omitted here. 
repeat 
if srrp = 0, 
set T to the empty function, 
se: a to zero, 
set m to one. 
{Loop invariants: 
T is the part of I/I, so far computed, 
~T={.YEN:.Y<~)-(a). 
m 2 step, 
t is O-limited. ) 
If (1) M,(T + (a. 0) 1 z M,(T I <,I, 
output 0 on a. 





set pto 1 2 R(M,(r(,,), a,~, 
output y on a, 




If (3) conditions (1) and (2) are both false, 
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THEOREM 35. For all n E N, PCM”+ ‘EX”+ ’ - EX” # 0. 
The proof of this theorem is omitted, it is generated from that of 
Theorem 34 in just the same way as the proof of Theorem 32 is gotten from 
the proof of Theorem 3 1. 
THEOREM 36. For all m, n E N, PCM”EX” c R”EX”. 
Proof of Theorem 36. Suppose m, n EN given. PCM”EX” c R”EX” 
follows immediately from Proposition 17. Theorem 20 provides SE 
(REX’ - PCMmEXn) G (RmEX” - PCM”EX”). Therefore, PCM”EX” # 
R”EX”. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 37. Zf m <n, R”EX” = R”EX” and PCM”EX” = 
PCM”EX”. 
The proof is immediate. 
THEOREM 38. Suppose that m, > n, and m2 > n2. Then (1) through (5) 
all hold: 
(1) Zf m, < m, and n, d n2, PCM”‘EX”’ c PCM”ZEX”Z and 
R”‘EX”’ c R”*EX”*. 
(2) Zf m, < m, and n, > n2, PCM”‘EX”’ is incomparable to 
PCM”‘*EX”* and R”‘EX”’ is incomparable to R”2EX”2. 
(3) Zf m, = m2 and n, < n2, PCM”‘EX”’ c PCMm2EX”* and 
R”‘EX”’ c R”*EX”*. 
(4) If m, = m2 and n, = n,, PCM”‘EX”’ = PCM”2EX”2 and 
R”‘EX”1 = R”2EX”2 
(5) All of the relationships obtained from (1) through (4) by exchang- 
ing subscripts 1 and 2 hold. 
Proof of Theorem 38. (1) That PCM”‘EX”’ c PCMm2EXn2 and 
R”‘EX”’ s R”*EX”* is clear. Theorem 32 proves the existence of 
SE (PCM”‘+’ EX” - RmlEXm’). Clearly, SE PCMm2EX”* and S $ R”‘EX”‘. 
From this, and Proposition 1, we have that SE Rm2EXn2 and S$ 
PCM”‘EX”‘. Then, SE (PCM”*EX”* - PCMmlEX”‘) and SE (R”*EX”* - 
RmlEX”‘). Consequently, PCM”lEX”l # PCM”‘*EX”* and R”lEX”l # 
R”*EX”*. 
(2) We use Theorem 32 to prove the existence of S, such that 
S, E PCM”*EX”*, S1 E R”*EX”l, S, 4 PCM”‘EX”‘, and S, 4 R”‘EX”‘. We 
use Theorem 35 to prove the existence of Sz such that S, E PCM”‘EX”‘, 
S2 E R”‘EX”’ S2 4 PCMm2EXn2, and S2 $ R”*EX”*. From these facts we 
conclude that PCM”‘EX”’ & PCM”‘*EX”* R”‘EX”’ @ Rm2EX”2 
PCMm2EXf12 g PCMm’EXnl, and R”‘*EX”* @ Rm:EXnl. 
9 
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(3) We omit the proof; it is very similar to the proof of (1) except that 
it uses Theorem 35 rather than Theorem 32. 
(4) This is an identity. 
(5) The proofs of (1) through (4) go through exactly, with the sub- 
scripts exchanged. Q.E.D. 
We summarize Theorem 38 in Diagram 39. 
DIAGRAM 39. 
1%X2 c . . . EX2 
u U 
I’EX’cI*EX’c . ..EX’ 
u u U 
I”EXo c I’EX’c 12EXo c . . . EX” 
Diagram 39 holds with either “PCM” or “R” substituted for “I” 
throughout. All subset and equality relationships between “REX” and 
“PCMEX” classes can be deduced from Diagram 39 and Theorem 36. Any 
two classes for which no such relationship holds are incomparable. Thus 
the PCMEX and REX hierarchies form a pair of parallel infinite triangles, 
with strict inclusions between corresponding elements. 
It is easy, using the methods of the above proofs, to prove that 
R* EX” - U,“= o REX” is non-empty, and that R*EX” c R*EX” + ‘. Finally, 
lJ;+o R*EX” c REX*. From this it follows that UFco REX”c REX’, 
which was remarked upon by (Blum and Blum, 1975). Thus, the classes 
R*EX” form an ascending hierarchy of order type o + 1, which would 
stand to the right of the REX hierarchy in Diagram 39. 
These theorems establish that even slight loosenings of the requirements 
for predicting known data and for eliminating bad hypotheses result in 
potential improvements in inferring power. 
EXTENSION OF RESULTS 
Our results are extensible to classes defined in analogy to Wiehagen’s 
CONS, R-CON!&, and CONS,,i,. In order to deal with arbitrary presen- 
tations, one redefines the notion “0 limits x to y” to hold when e(x)1 and 
(k w~N)Ce(z)l= (y, w> an d x E O,]. Thus, an element ( y, (z, w  ) ) of 
the graph of 8 limits all x in D, to z. Note that we could have used this 
definition in our proofs above. 
Allowing partial strategies poses no problem. The classes used in the 
above proofs are all identifiable by total strategies (IIMs) in any case. If the 
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partial strategy being diagonalized away from fails to halt during some 
stage of the diagonalization, thus preventing the construction from com- 
puting more than a finite function, nonetheless what has been computed is 
easily extensible to a function in the desired class that is trivially not iden- 
tifiable by the partial strategy. (Remember that a partial strategy halts on 
all finite subsequences of a function if it identifies that function.) 
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